The estimation of ridge parameter is an important problem in the ridge regression method, which is widely used to solve multicollinearity problem. A comprehensive study on 28 different available estimators and five proposed ridge estimators, KB1, KB2, KB3, KB4, and KB5, is provided. A simulation study was conducted and selected estimators were compared. Some of selected ridge estimators performed well compared to the ordinary least square (OLS) estimator and some existing popular ridge estimators. One of the proposed estimators, KB3, performed the best. Numerical examples were given.
Introduction
Applied researchers are often concerned about models specification under consideration, especially with regards to problems associated with errors. Models specification can be due to omission of one or several relevant variables, inclusion of unnecessary explanatory variables, wrong functional forms, autocorrelation etc. However, for modeling data, there are other problems that also might influence results. This problem occurs in situations when explanatory variables are highly inter-correlated. In practice, there may be strong or near strong linear relationship exist among explanatory variables. Thus, independence assumption of explanatory variables is no longer valid, which causes problem of multicollinearity. In the presence of multicollinearity, the OLS estimator could become unstable due to their large variance, which leads to poor prediction and wrong inference about model parameters. Empirically, problem of multicollinearity can be observed, for example, in cement production, when amount of different compounds in clinkers is KIBRIA & BANIK 207 regressed on the heat evolved of cement (See Muniz and Kibria (2009) 
for details).
Another possible example, when a researcher is interested to predict cholesterol level of patients based on some predictors: age, body weight, blood pressure, food intake and stress causes multicollinearity. In the presence of this noise of the model, regression coefficients may be statistically insignificant or have wrong sign or have large sampling variance that may result in wide confidence interval for individual parameters. With these errors, it is very difficult to make valid statistical inferences and appropriate prediction. Therefore, resolve multicollinearity problem is a serious issue for the linear regression practitioners.
Problem of multicollinearity can be solved by various methods, namely to collect additional data, reselecting variables, principle component regression methods, re-parameterizing the model, ridge regression method, and others. In this paper, we will consider the most widely used ridge regression method. The concept of ridge regression was first proposed by Hoerl and Kennard (1970) to handle multicollinearity problem for engineering data. They found that there is a nonzero value of k (ridge parameter) for which mean squared error (MSE) for the ridge regression estimator is smaller than variance of the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator. Many authors at different period of times worked in this area of research and developed and proposed different estimators for k. To mention a few, Hoerl and Kennard (1970) , Hoerl, Kennard, and Baldwin (1975) , McDonald and Galarneau (1975) , Lawless and Wang (1976) , Dempster, Schatzoff, and Wermuth (1977) , Gibbons (1981) , Kibria (2003) , Khalaf and Shukur (2005) , Alkhamisi and Shukur (2008) , Muniz and Kibria (2009) , Gruber (2010) , Muniz, Kibria, Mansson, and Shukur (2012) , Mansson, Shukur, and Kibria (2010) , and very recently Hefnawy and Farag (2013) , Aslam (2014) , and Arashi and Valizadeh (2015) , among others. Since aforementioned ridge regression estimators are considered by several researchers at different times and under different simulation conditions, they are not comparable as a whole. The objective of this article is to do a comprehensive study on 28 different ridge estimators those are available in literature and compare them based on minimum MSE criterion. Investigation has been carried out using a Monte Carlo simulation. A number of different models have been studied where variance of the random error, correlation among explanatory variables, sample size and unknown coefficient vector were varied. The organization of the paper is as follows. We first review the available methods for estimating k, followed by a Monte Carlo simulation study. Some applications have then been considered and, finally, some concluding remarks are presented.
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Statistical Methodology Ridge Regression Estimators
To describe the ridge regression, consider following multiple linear regression model:
where y is an n × 1 vector of observations, β is a p × 1 vector of unknown regression coefficients, X is an n × p observed matrix of the regression, and e is an n × 1 vector of random errors which is distributed as multivariate normal with mean 0 and covariance matrix σ 2 I n , I n being an identity matrix of order n. The OLS estimator of β is obtained as
and covariance matrix of β is obtained as
It is easy to see that both β and
 
Cov β are heavily depend on characteristics of the matrix X'X.
The standard regression model assumes that regressors are nearly independent. However, in many practical situations (e.g. engineering in particular (Hoerl & Kennard, 1970) ), often find that regressors are nearly dependent. In that case, the matrix X'X becomes ill conditioned (i.e. det(X'X) ≈ 0). If X'X is ill conditioned, then β is sensitive to a number of errors and therefore meaningful statistical inference becomes very difficult for practitioners. To overcome this problem, Hoerl and Kennard (1970) suggested a small positive number to be added to diagonal elements of the matrix X'X. Thus resulting estimators are obtained as 
The bias, variance matrix, and MSE expression of   k β are respectively given as follows:
The parameter k is known as the "biased" or "ridge" parameter and it must be estimated using real data. Most of recent efforts in the area of multicollinearity and ridge regression estimators have concentrated on estimating the value of k. We will review statistical methodology used to analyze the estimation of k in the next section.
Estimation of Ridge Parameter k
Suppose there exists an orthogonal matrix D such that D'CD = Λ, where Λ = diag(λ 1 , λ 2 ,…, λ p ) contains eigenvalues of the matrix X'X. The orthogonal version of (1) is *  yX αe (3) where X * = XD and α = D'β. Then the generalized ridge regression estimator is given as
where 
where max  is the maximum element of α . Hoerl and Kennard claimed that (6) gives smaller MSE than the OLS method. Hoerl et al. (1975) proposed k to be (denoted here by
Lawless and Wang (1976) suggested k to be (denoted here by
Hocking, Speed, and Lynn (1979) suggested k to be (denoted here by HSL k )
Kibria (2003) proposed the following estimators for k based on arithmetic mean (AM), geometric mean (GM), and median of 22 i . These are defined as follows:
The estimator based on GM (denoted by
The estimator based on median (denoted by MED k ) 
where λ max is the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix X'X. Following Kibria (2003) and Khalaf and Shukur (2005) , Alkhamisi, Khalaf, and Shukur (2006) Applying algorithm of GM and square root to Khalaf and Shukur (2005) , Kibria (2003) , and Alkhamisi et. al (2006) , Muniz and Kibria (2009) 
Following Alkhamisi and Shukur (2008) and based square root transformations, Muniz et al. (2012) proposed the following five estimators of k: 
where λ max and λ min are the largest and smallest eigenvalues of the matrix X'X, respectively. Nomura (1988) Crouse, Jin, and Hanumara (1995) , for k > 0 and using unbiased ridge regression (URR) estimator (k, J) = (X'X + kI p ) -1 (X'y + Jk), k ≥ 0, where
Batah and Gore (2009), using modified URR (known as MUR) estimator for β as
In the next section, we evaluated 28 different ridge estimators that are defined in equations (6) to (33) to know which estimators show better performances under our simulation study flowchart.
The Monte Carlo Simulation
The aim of this study is to compare the performance of different ridge estimators and find some good estimators for practitioners. Because a theoretical comparison is not possible, a simulation study has been conducted using MATLAB 8.0. The design of this simulation study depends on what factors are expected to affect properties of estimators under investigation and what criteria are being used to judge results. Because the degree of collinearity among explanatory variables (Xs) is of central importance, we followed Kibria (2003) in generating Xs using the following equation:
where z ij are independent standard normal pseudo-random numbers and γ represents correlation between any two Xs. These variables are standardized so that X'X and X'y are in correlation forms. The n observations for y are determined by the following equation:
where the e i are i.i.d. N(0, σ 2 ) and, without loss of any generality, we will assume zero intercept for (35).
Correlation Coefficient, Sample Size, and Replications
A number of factors such as γ, n, σ, and number of replications can affect properties of the estimators. Since our objective is to compare performance of estimators according to the strength of multicollinearity, we used different degrees of correlation between variables and let γ=0.70, 0.80, and 0.90. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the correlation matrix indicate the degree of multicollinearity. One of the possible widely used estimators to measure the strength of multicollinearity called condition number (Vinod & Uallh, 1981 ) is defined as follows
where λ max and λ min are the largest and the smallest eigenvalues of the matrix X'X, respectively. If λ min = 0, then κ is infinite, which means perfect multicollinearity among Xs. If λ max = λ min , then κ = 1 and the Xs are said to be orthogonal. Large values of κ indicate serious multicollinearity. Usually, a κ between 30 and 100 indicates a moderate to strong correlation, and a κ greater than 100 suggests severe multicollinearity. An eigenvalue that approaches 0 indicates a very strong linear dependency between Xs. Because a purpose of the study is to see the effect of n on the performance of the estimators, n = 20 and n = 50 were considered. The number of Xs is also of great importance since the bad impact of the collinearity on MSE might be stronger when there are more Xs in the model. Also, p = 5 is used in our study. To see whether the magnitude of σ has a significant effect on the performance of the proposed estimators, we used σ = 0.01, 0.5, 1.0, and 5.0. For each set of Xs, we selected coefficients β 1 , β 2 ,…, β p as normalized eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the matrix X'X subject to constraint β'β = 1. Thus, for n, p, β, λ, γ, and σ, sets of Xs are generated. Then the experiment was repeated 5000 times by generating new error terms. Values of k of different selected estimators and average MSEs are estimated and presented them in Tables 5 to 10 . In these tables, average k was calculated for ridge estimators and the proportion of replications for which OLS estimators produce a smaller MSE than selected ridge regression estimators and are presented in parenthesis.
Results
Performance as a Function of σ
In Tables 5 to 10, the MSEs of selected estimators are provided as a function of σ. To understand very clearly for γ = 0.70 and n = 20, performance of estimators as a function of σ is provided in Figure 1 . From results, we observed as σ increases, MSEs also increases. Also for smaller σ (e.g. σ = 0.1), performances of selected estimators do not differ greatly. It is noticeable that all ridge estimators have smaller MSE than the OLS estimator except σ = 0.1. The performance of the GM, KM2, KM3, KM4, KM5, KM6, KM7, KM8, KM9, KM10, KM11, HMO, and FG estimators are better compared to the rest of estimators. However, when σ is large (e.g. σ = 5.0), the GM, MED, KM3, HMO, CJH, and FG estimators outperform all other estimators in the sense of smaller MSE (see Figure 1) . A significant increase in MSEs were observed when a shifting from σ = 1.0 to σ = 5.0.
Performance as a Function of γ
MSEs of selected estimators were also analyzed as a function of γ for selected values of n, p, and σ. These results are available on request from the authors. For a clear understanding, for (σ = 1, n = 20) and (σ = 5, n = 50), performances of estimators are provided in Figure 2 and Figure 3 , respectively. It is clear that, as γ increases, the MSEs also increase (see Figures 2 and 3) . When γ increases (see Figure 3 ), higher correlation between Xs resulted in an increase of MSEs of ridge estimators. In general, HSL, GM, MED, KS_Max, KM2, KM3, KM5, KM8, KM9, HMO, and FG performed better than other estimators. HKB  LW  HSL  AM  GM  MED  KS  KS_AM  KS_Max  KS_MED  KS_GM  KM2  KM3  KM4  KM5  KM6  KM7  KM8  KM9  KM10  KM11  KM12  GK  HMO  KD  CJH 
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Performance as a Function of n MSEs of selected estimators were evaluated as a function of n, for which tabulated results are available from the authors on request. For given γ = 0.8, p = 5, performances of estimators as a function of n for σ = 1 and σ = 5 are provided in Figure 4 and Figure 5 , respectively. We observed that, as n increases, MSEs decrease and the performance of estimators do not vary significantly. An important change has been observed in MSEs when σ shifts from 1 to 5. We observed that, in general, when n increases, MSEs decrease, which is true for large values of γ and σ. Performance of estimators does not vary greatly for small values of σ and γ. LW  HSL  AM  GM  MED  KS  KS_AM  KS_Max  KS_MED  KS_GM  KM2  KM3  KM4  KM5  KM6  KM7  KM8  KM9  KM10  KM11  KM12  GK  HMO  KD  CJH MSEs values for n = 10, 20, and 30, γ = 0.9, and p = 5 are reported for σ = 3 and σ = 10 in Table A7 and Table A8 , respectively, for 28 selected existing estimators and our proposed 5 ridge estimators. For better understanding, MSEs are plotted in Figures 6 and 7. It appears from these results that all proposed estimators are performing well under some conditions. However, proposed KB3 performed the best followed by KB1 (See Figures 6 and 7) . Consider an example which has been taken from Pasha and Shah (2004) to compare the performances of the selected estimators. The following regression model is considered:
where y i = number of persons employed (million), X i1 = land cultivated (million hectares), X i2 = inflation rate (%), X i3 = number of establishments, X i4 = population (million), X i5 = literacy rate (%), and n=28. For details about the data set, see Pasha and Shah (2004) . 
Figure 8. MSE of selected ridge estimators
The correlation matrix of Xs in (37) is presented in Table 1 . It is observed that the Xs are highly correlated. Moreover, κ = 38115.32, which implies the existence of multicollinearity in the data set. So it is adequate to compare proposed ridge estimators with the real data set. Estimated MSEs along with ridge regression coefficients are presented in Table 2 and, for a better presentation, MSEs are plotted in Figure 8 .
The MSE of estimators is estimated by
where k is one of HK HKB KB5ˆ, , , k k k , and other terms are explained in (5). It is evident from Table 2 and Figure 8 that all ridge estimators perform better than the OLS estimator. However, HKB, AM, KM4, KM6, KM10, KM12, KD, and our five proposed estimators are performing better as compared to other ridge estimators. 
Example 2
Consider the data set on total national research and development expenditures as a percent of gross national product originally due to Gruber (1998) and later by Akdeniz and Erol (2003) , among others. The regression model is defined as 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 , 1, 2,
where y = percent spent by United States, X 1 = percent spent by France, X 2 = percent spent by West Germany, X 3 = percent spent by Japan, and X 4 = percent spent by the Soviet Union. The correlation matrix of Xs in (39) is tabulated in Table 3 . We found that the Xs are highly correlated. Moreover, κ = 93.6823 implies the existence of multicollinearity in the data set so it is reasonable to evaluate proposed ridge estimators with the real data set. Estimated MSEs along with regression coefficients are tabulated in Table 4 and, for a better presentation, MSEs are presented in Figure  9 . It is evident from Table 4 and Figure 9 that all ridge estimators outperformed the OLS estimator. However, all ridge estimators except KM2, KM3, KM4, KM5, KM6, KM7, KM8, KM10, and KM12 have smaller MSE than the OLS estimator. Figure 9 . MSE of selected ridge estimators.
Conclusions
Based on our simulation results, the following conclusions can be drawn: As σ increases, MSE have a negative effect, meaning that MSE increases. As γ increases, MSE also increases. When n increases, MSE decreases even when γ and σ are large. Table A8 . Simulated MSE, average ks and proportion of time (%) LSE perform better than proposed new ridge estimators for different values of n, p = 5, σ = 10.0, and γ = 0.9
Estimator n = 10 n = 20 n = 50
